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(Emergency) basic income as the platypus  
of social protection 
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BUT put together basic income is a very unique 
type of policy, a “different kind of beast” 

Basic income is made up of different parts that 
all look familiar from other types of policies 

* Individual, universal, unconditional … 
* Permanent (UBI) vs temporary (EBI)
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Three arguments for an emergency basic income 
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EBI offers an immediate, agile response 
Social protection response needs to be delivered in real-time 
EBI is unconditional: cuts down on processing time when administrative 
capability is compromised
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EBI protects the most vulnerable 
The vulnerable under the pandemic are a heterogeneous population 
EBI “targets within universalism” producing a floor with no cracks or gaps

EBI promotes a solidaristic response 
Pandemic solidarism requires fair burden-sharing among all 
EBI is redistributive when costs of lockdown are compensated and paid 
for by those better able to accommodate restrictions
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From EBI to UBI? 
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EBI provides only weak pandemic recovery and only weak pandemic 
preparedness (no security = no resilience)

EBI = switch on/switch off (standby —> activate) 
Institute the legislative/administrative framework (perhaps tried-and-tested) 
that is switched on when a pandemic crisis hits 
Political/bureaucratic decision-making process may cause delay, error, 
fractured/unequal implementation, etc.

UBI = dial up/dial down (activate —> upgrade) 
System is already operational with only a budgetary decision to “dial up” 
the level to be made when the pandemic crisis hits (e.g. Maricá, Brazil) 
Economizes on political/bureaucratic decision-making; less error, delay etc.
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